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Sunday, February 16, 2014 75ato unfold arrays of nucleosome core particles, probing structural stability. OT
data shows that forces of 10 - 20 pN are required to fully disrupt the core par-
ticles, and further experiments are expected to reveal the stability of the nucle-
osomes in the presence of HMO1.
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The genomic material of the eukaryotic cell exists in the nucleus in a complex
termed chromatin. Chromatin has evolved as an elegant mechanism for the dy-
namic regulation of the genome, undergoing dramatic fluctuations in structure
throughout the cell cycle. Chromatin structure is spatially and temporally modu-
lated by several means including post-translational modification (PTM) of the
histone proteins. Histone PTMs modulate chromatin structure through two prin-
cipal mechanisms: 1) direct alteration of chromatin structural contacts or 2)
recruitment of co-factors through recognition by cognate effector subdomains.
Histone PTM recognition has been widely studied and families of effector do-
mains have been identified which have specificity for particular histone marks.
However, these studies have largely utilized only a peptide fragment correspond-
ing to the modified histone tail of interest and isolated effector domains, whereas
these domains most often exist in multiples. As a result, there is a large gap in our
knowledge of how these domains recognize modifications in the context of the
nucleosome. Moreover the overarching question of how these effector domains
interpret combinations of modifications remains a complete mystery.
Here wemove beyond the histone tail and address questions of molecular mech-
anisms underlying effector domain association with the full nucleosome. Utiliz-
ing NMR spectroscopy, we investigate the association of the BPTF
bromodomain-PHD finger tandem construct with the nucleosome. The associa-
tion of the individual effector domains with histone PTMs has previously been
reported using histone peptides, revealing the PHD finger specificity for
H3K4me3 and non-specific interaction of the bromodomain with acetylated ly-
sines. Interestingly it was also demonstrated that the bromodomain-PHD finger
cassette associates specifically with a nucleosome containing the H3K4me3 and
H4K16ac histone modifications. Here we investigate the underlying molecular
mechanisms that dictate its association with this specific set of modifications.
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A human body contains enough DNA to circle the Earth’s Equator for more
than 2.5 million times. A long-standing puzzle is to understand the principles
which allow cells to both organize their genomes into chromatin fibers in the
crowded nuclei, and also to keep the DNA accessible to many protein com-
plexes. Nucleosomes, the basic packaging units of the DNA, allow this million-
fold compactification. With nucleosomes covering about three quarters of the
DNA, their positions are essential for gene regulation.
We study physical models which predict the genome-wide organization of the
nucleosomes and also the relevant energies
which dictate this organization [1-3]. We
present a rigorous statistical mechanics
model which is able to explain the recent
experimental observations by taking into ac-
count nucleosome unwrapping, competition
between different DNA-binding proteins,
and both the interaction between histones
and DNA, and between neighboring his-
tones. We show a series of predictions of
our new model, all in agreement with the
experimental observations.
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When DNA is packaged into nucleosomes and higher-order chromatin struc-
tures, it is inaccessible to many vital cellular processes such as DNA tran-scription, replication, and repair. The lowest level of chromatin packaging
is the nucleosome, in which DNA is wrapped around an octamer of core his-
tones. To allow DNA access, the nucleosome must first unwind. Therefore,
the rate at which a nucleosomes unwinds, as well as the mechanism of un-
winding, is vital to understanding how reversible DNA packaging can regulate
biological processes. Using single molecule optical tweezers, we demonstrate
that the nucleosome can unwind into two structurally distinct states at two
vastly different rates. We also show that we can change which pathway is
dominant by changing the ionic strength or by making a single point mutation
in histone H4. These results demonstrate that nucleosome unwinding is highly
tunable and leads to the hypothesis that in vivo histone variants and histone
modifications may function, at least in part, by modulating between these
two states as a way to regulate the rate of nucleosome unwinding and there-
fore the rate of transcription. In addition, structural differences between these
two states could be differentially recognized by proteins and remodeling fac-
tors that act upon chromatin in vivo, as well as provide a mechanism for his-
tone variant exchange.
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The ability of the cell to selectively alter the strength of the association between
the DNA and the histone core in the nucleosomes is vital for biological function
of the chromatin.
Yet the exact mechanism of the control is unclear.
We propose that alteration of the charge state of the globular histone core is
one mechanism for control of the nucleosome stability. The wrapping/unwrap-
ping transition in the nucleosome is first studied by a simplified physical
model which reveals the general principle. Then, we switch to a detailed
description based on the available atomic structures of the nucleosome com-
plex, and models of several partially assembled states of the nucleosome,
including the tetrasome. It is shown that while the nucleosome itself is
much more stable than a typical protein, its peculiar shape dictates that
even small changes in the charge of the globular histone core can significantly
loosen the core-DNA association. All possible single site acetylations and
phosphorylations (PTMs) in the globular core are investigated, and their effect
on the nucleosome stability is quantified; good agreement with the available
experimental points is achieved. While no single charge-altering PTM can
completely unwrap the DNA off the histone core, some PTMs destabilize
the nucleosome considerably. These correlate with known lethal phenotypes
in previous in-vivo studies. On the other hand, many possible PTMs have
negligible effect on the nucleosome stability, suggesting their potential role
as neutral markers. The proposed ‘‘map’’ of the nucleosome stability by
charge altering PTMs can be used to plan future experiments and rationalize
existing ones.
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The binding of histones and the formation of nucleosomes play major roles in
bundling DNA into chromatin in eukaryotic cells. This process not only facil-
itates the packaging of DNA in the cell nucleus but also influences the commu-
nication between distant genomic sites, such as enhancers and promoters found
at the ends of protein-mediated loops. The details of chromatin organization,
however, remain unclear. In particular, the effects of nucleosome positioning
(i.e., the sequential locations of nucleosomes along DNA) on chromatin archi-
tecture are still poorly understood. With a view toward understanding the inter-
play between nucleosomes and DNA in chromatin, we have developed a
mesoscale model of nucleosome-decorated DNA at a resolution of a single
base pair. We use Monte Carlo numerical strategies to unravel how nucleo-
somes shape DNA into chromatin and we validate our model by successfully
reproducing various experimental measurements. With the help of a cloud
computing approach we have been able to perform simulations for a wide range
of nucleosome positionings, that is, for a wide range of DNA linker lengths.
Our results show a broad variety of chromatin organization. This structural di-
versity, which extends beyond the conventional solenoid and zigzag models of
chromatin, comes along with very different physical and mechanical properties,
